Astra Schedule
Complete Visibility into Your
Schedule: Events, Academics,
Resources, and Calendar

Scheduling is complex. We simplify it. Astra Schedule is your
one-stop-shop for enterprise scheduling, allowing you to
streamline class, event, exam, and resource scheduling with
one automated system.

Astra Schedule
Do you ever wonder if there’s a more efficient way to manage all
the events on your campus? Are you maximizing the usage of your
classrooms while also meeting instructional needs? The key to
maximizing your schedule’s success is having complete visibility
into all your campus resources and understanding their usage.
Astra Schedule provides a lens into all your scheduling needs.
Astra Schedule integrates bi-directionally with student information systems
(SIS) to analyze and optimize space, time, and instructional resources. It also
offers unparalleled visibility into the schedule and allows you to test and evaluate
changes before you modify your master schedule.

CALENDARS
Complete visibility into all of your events, academics, and resources in one
calendaring tool. If managing your classroom and event scheduling has led to
conflicts and time-consuming scheduling practices, it’s time to bring them all
together and manage both space and scheduling with Astra Schedule.

REPORTS
Improve your schedule with data-informed decisions. Astra Schedule features
a repository with 100+ reports. Whether it’s an events list, section list, calendar
list, or other defined parameters, users can monitor utilization and deliver
business intelligence.

OPTIMIZER
Create more efficient schedules with the optimizer, a tool that gives users the
opportunity to model different schedule scenarios in a sandbox environment.
Users can run models on enrollment fluctuations or test different scenarios.
This process helps generate an optimized schedule that can be edited prior
to publishing.

EVENTS
Astra Schedule can help to manage your institution’s events by providing greater
visibility with event calendars and views.
By pairing Astra Schedule with Platinum Analytics and third-party systems, this
tool can elevate the schedule and greatly benefit your students and campus.
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